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At age 28, Henry Barber makes a problematic subject for the biographer. Many 
of his achievements are difficult to dramatize: short rock problems rather than



the evolving alpine adventures that books are more often made of. His most 
arresting climbs have been solo efforts that place a burden on Barber’s own 
powers of narration. And at the center is Barber himself: can he be as inter
esting as his accomplishments? The preface to On Edge terms him a 
“fascinating character” ; the book unfortunately fails to substantiate this claim.

The coolly competitive, businesslike Henry Barber is a familiar figure. But 
according to this book he also has “a deep-seated fascination with animals and 
all that is animated and irrational,” “seeks solace” in relations with women and, 
in his own words, thinks “a lot” about dying. He simultaneously craves and 
resents attention, a complexity embodied in a scary moment during a solo on 
a Welsh sea cliff. Performing for a film, he is nearly shocked off the face when 
the cameraman, a “foreign presence,” makes a sudden movement. Such com
plications of character are little explored; we can only guess at their depth. 
David Roberts’ preface acknowledges that some readers will find Chip Lee “too 
close, too uncritical” for accuracy. The problem is that he is indeed too 
uncritical , despite serious efforts not to be, yet finally not close (or penetrating) 
enough to illuminate Barber’s nature, which emerges as opaque rather than 
mysterious.

Lee provides some lively characterizations, such as Dresden’s Bernd Ar
nold and the late British wildman, Al Harris. Henry Barber is one of the less 
vivid people in the book. Whether because of reticence— Lee’s or Barber’s 
own?— or literary misjudgment, a number of areas of interest are merely 
touched upon. Barber’s conservative upbringing, reflected in attitudes that 
troubled many a climbing partner, is not analyzed. His failure to climb with his 
“hero,” Royal Robbins, is attributed in part to “personality differences,” but we 
are given no hint of their nature. In the Shawangunks, a reckless hiker takes 
a fatal fall. Barber, in whose arms the man dies, calls the episode “very 
sobering, something to think about.” But, Lee adds, “the implications were 
never pursued.”

To his credit, Lee addresses the 1978 Kilimanjaro issue directly. While The 
Breach was apparently published too late for his consideration, he does quote 
from Rob Taylor’s earlier article in Climbing, which embodies many of the 
charges elaborated in that book. Lee establishes his most nearly critical stance 
in the Kilimanjaro chapter, his longest and last. Some light is thrown on such 
questions as the reasons for the length of Taylor’s fall, Barber’s lack of 
participation at the end of the rescue, his choice of route off the mountain and 
failure to remain in Africa long enough to visit Taylor in the hospital. Both 
participants have allowed that Barber was “caught unaware” by the accident, 
yet Barber’s remarks here give a contrary impression as well: “I was concerned 
about him. …  After he got his first screw in, I just stopped taking pictures. 
I knew something was wrong.” Taylor’s larger assault was upon Barber’s 
whole character, which he portrayed as shallow and harsh. Barber’s own words 
at times only intensify that view: immediately after the accident “I just smiled 
at him and said something like, ‘Just like everything else on this trip, isn’t it?’ 
What could I say? He was in incredible pain and was apologizing to me. I just



told him to stop his sniveling or I’d leave him there.” Barber’s great re
sourcefulness during the difficult descent is manifest, but not all readers will 
be persuaded by his ascription of his “seeming lack of compassion” to a 
“defense mechanism to deal with what was happening.”

The narrative has an obstructed energy. Block quotations, mostly from 
Barber, appear frequently, not always well integrated with Lee’s text. More 
editing would have eliminated irritating repetitions. The volume provides a 
publisher’s preface and a glossary for the lay reader, a nonpublisher’s preface 
describing how the account came to be written and a prologue that seems 
designed to humanize the book’s subject. Many photographs are interspersed; 
they range from the murky to the striking.

Although afflicted with many shortcomings, On Edge recounts some stun
ning achievements from Yosemite to England, Dresden, Australia and Tur
kestan. I failed David Roberts’ sweaty-palms test (“I doubt that there is a 
climber in the world who can read some of the episodes in Chip’s book …  
without having to pause to wipe his sweating palms on his trousers.”), but other 
hands may respond more readily. The book is of importance for those who 
follow the frontiers of hard climbing. It establishes or confirms Barber’s 
significance in several areas: his insistence on good style, ability to lead on 
sight climbs that had stymied locals, and his extraordinary solo ascents.
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